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Abstract To further quantitatively assess the impact of different factors on the choice of residents' travel modes. 

By investigating the travel of residents in Hefei, from the perspective of transportation planning, a Standard 

Multinomial Logit (MNL) transportation mode prediction model was built. And the maximum likelihood 

method was used to measure the model parameters. The results show that: (1) the goodness of fit of the model 

and the Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) hypothesis test meet the requirements. (2) Sex, private 

cars, driving licenses, peak hours, travel purposes, income, age have a significant impact on the choice of 

residents' travel mode. The research results can provide theoretical reference for traffic management 

departments. 
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Introduction 

With the development of China's economy, there are more and more alternative modes of transportation, which 

brings severe challenges to urban traffic planning. As an important step in the process of traffic planning, traffic 

mode prediction plays an indispensable role in urban planning. It sees the differences between different types of 

transportation. Thus, in the initial planning process, we can consciously deal with this difference to maximize 

the efficiency of municipal operation. 

At present, many scholars at home and abroad have studied the influencing factors of residents' choice of travel 

mode, and found that age, travel distance, residence infrastructure and other factors have a greater impact on 

Residents' choice of travel mode [1-3]. For example, when the natural environment around the residence is 

good, travelers are more likely to travel for a short distance, and prefer slow-moving transportation such as 

bicycle [4]. Compared with the residents living in the city center, the travelers living in the outskirts of the city 

are more inclined to choose the car as the travel mode, and the residents in different regions have different 

choices of the traffic mode when they travel [5]. Residents near the rail transit station are 5-7 times more likely 

to choose rail transit travel mode than those far away from the rail transit station [6]. In addition, in the process 

of choosing traffic mode, travelers are also strongly influenced by their travel purpose. For instance, in urban 

areas, travelers usually prefer to choose fast means of transportation for business purposes. If the purpose of 

travelers is to play, they usually choose slow traffic instead of gaining traffic. Therefore, the travel of urban 

residents has obvious regularity. Corresponding to the city, the economic development in rural areas is relatively 

weak, and the time concept of travelers is generally lower than that in urban areas. The travel is greatly affected 
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by the external environment, and the regularity is also lower than that in urban areas. Therefore, the travel 

behavior of urban residents has been widely concerned by scholars [7-8].  

Nowadays, the traffic problem has become a worldwide problem, especially in the rush hour. The large-scale 

traffic flow increases the complexity of traffic planning and design. This kind of problem is especially 

noticeable in the first tier cities in China. Therefore, from the perspective of traffic planning, the establishment 

of traffic mode prediction model and the study of the influencing factors of residents' choice of various traffic 

modes can provide a theoretical basis for traffic planners and traffic management departments. 

Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) 

Considering that when residents travel, there are many alternative modes of transportation, which is typically 

multi-category variables. Using logit model based on stochastic utility maximization theory is the most 

commonly used analytical method in the study of travel behavior selection [9-10]. Among them, the Standard 

Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) is the most widely utilized. Therefore, this paper uses the MNL model to 

establish a traffic mode selection model, and analyzes the impact of different factors on Residents' choice of 

travel mode.  

Using the random utility method, suppose that the random utility that the i-th traveler can bring when selecting 

mode j is: 

ij ij j ijU x                                        (1) 

In the formula, 
ijU is the effect when the i-th traveler chooses mode j;

ijx is the set of independent variables;
ij

is the model intercept;
j is the regression coefficient. 

Assuming that
ij is independently identically distribution(IID) and obey the type I extreme value distribution, 

then it can be proved that the probability of the i-th traveler to choose mode j is: 
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When building MNL model, we usually take a scheme (j=1 in this paper) as the base category, and then make its 

corresponding coefficient 1 0  . The probability of the i-th traveler choosing mode j can be further expressed 

as: 
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Data Collection 

Considering that at this stage, the statistical mechanism of traffic travel is not perfect and relevant statistical data 

cannot be obtained directly. Based on the comprehensive consideration of the characteristics of individual and 

family attributes and travel characteristics of travelers, we combined the survey data of Hefei residents' travel to 

model. After systematic screening of the original data, a total of 1432 trip data were used for modeling and 

analysis. The variable names, discretization results and corresponding frequencies in this paper are given in 

Table 1. 
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Table 1: Data Statistics and Coding 

Variable Code Frequency Variable Code Frequency 

Travel mode Slow traffic mode(1) 947 Travel purpose Home(0) 644 

 Private car(2) 109  Company(1) 335 

 Public tools(3) 376  School(2) 107 

Sex Male(0) 697  Shopping(3) 346 

 Female(1) 735 Revenue(thousand) ≥150(0) 228 

private cars No(0) 519  50-150(1) 1034 

Yes(1) 913  ≤50(2) 170 

Driving license No(0) 971 Mood Happy(0) 1024 

 Yes(1) 461  Others(1) 408 

Education level University (0) 308 Year 20-50(0) 894 

 Others(1) 1124  ≥50(1) 367 

Peak hours No(0) 868  ≤20(2) 171 

 Yes(1) 564 - - - 

 

Model Analysis 

Parameter estimation 

The model takes the mode of travel as the dependent variable, and chooses 9 factors as the independent variable 

from the three aspects of traveler's personal characteristics and family characteristics. The parameters of the 

model are estimated by the maximum likelihood method, and the modeling process is implemented by stata16.0 

software. Through the p-value evaluation of the significance of the parameters, if p≤ 0.05, it indicates that the 

parameters have a significant impact on the travel mode, if p≤ 0.01, it indicates that the parameters have a very 

significant impact on the choice of the traffic mode, and the non-significant factors are eliminated, and the final 

model is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: model parameter estimation 

Variables Private car Public tools 

Coef. S.E. RR Coef. S.E. RR 

Female 0.694 0.024 1.94 -0.135 0.051 0.61 

Have private car 0.350 0.017 1.41 - - - 

Driving license 0.509 0.018 1.66 0.274 0.006 1.32 

Peak hours -0.749 0.025 0.38 0.871 0.039 2.39 

Company - - - 0.479 0.028 1.61 

School - - - 0.264 0.018 1.32 

Shopping 0.138 0.071 1.14 - - - 

Revenue≤50 - - - 2.150 0.075 5.74 

Year≥50 - - - -0.782 0.096 0.46 

Year≤20 - - - 1.369 0.044 3.46 

Intercept -0.530 0.098  -1.516 0.043  

Log Likelihood -1684.509 

McFadden R
2
 0.307 

        Note: for p≤0.05; for p≤0.01. 

It can be seen from table 2 that 10 variables such as female travelers, private cars, driver license, peak hours, 

company, school, shopping, annual income of 50-150, annual income ≤ 50, age ≥ 50, age ≤ 20 have statistically 

significant effects on travelers' choice of transportation mode.  

a. Female travelers are 1.94 times more likely to choose private cars as their mode of travel than slow-moving 

vehicles, and 0.61 times more likely to choose public vehicles; b. Travelers with private cars are 1.41 times 

more likely to choose to drive private cars as their way of travel than those who choose chronic means of 
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transportation; c. The probability of driving private cars and public transportation for licensed residents is 1.66 

times and 1.32 times higher than that for slow-moving vehicles; d. In peak hours, the probability that residents 

choose to drive private cars is lower than that of choosing slow-moving vehicles, while the probability of 

choosing public vehicles is 2.39 times higher than that of choosing slow-moving vehicles. This may be because 

the traffic flow in peak hours is large, and it is easy to get stuck when driving. Therefore, residents who travel in 

peak hours generally do not Choose the way of driving private cars, while most residents will choose the 

subway, bus and other public transport as the way of travel; e. When the purpose of residents' travel is to go to 

work, the impact of private cars on the choice of transportation mode is not statistically significant, while the 

probability of choosing public transportation is 1.61 times that of choosing slow-moving vehicles; f. When the 

purpose of residents' travel is school, the probability of choosing public transport is 1.32 times of choosing 

slow-moving transport; g. For the purpose of shopping, the probability of choosing private car as the travel 

mode is 1.14 times of choosing slow traffic mode; h. Compared with the residents whose annual income is 

higher than 150000, the probability of choosing public transport for the residents whose annual income is lower 

than 50000 is increased by 5.74 times; i. Compared with travelers aged 20-50, those aged over 50 have a lower 

probability of choosing public transport than those aged over 50; j. Residents younger than 20 years old are 3.46 

times more likely to choose public transport. 

 

Goodness of fit test 

After the estimation of model parameters, in order to determine the fitting effect of the model on the data, it is 

necessary to test the goodness of fit of the model, using Pearson statistics and deviation statistical indicators to 

test the goodness of fit of the model. The specific model test results are shown in Table 3, Chi-square test is not 

significant, indicating that the model has a better fitting effect on the data.  

Table 3: Goodness of Fit Test 

Parameters Chi-square test Significance 

Pearson 2091.79 0.786 

Deviation 934.25 1.000 

McFadden R
2
 is another index of fitting test for the MNL model. The value range of the fitting index is 0-1. The 

closer it is to 1, the better the fitting effect of the model. The value of McFadden R
2
 in this paper is 0.307, and 

the value of McFadden R
2
 in reference [11] is 0.2-0.4. The fitting effect of the model can meet the requirements. 

The fitting value of the model built in this paper is in this range, so it can be seen that the fitting effect of the 

model is very good. 

 

The test for Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) 

As the premise hypothesis of the establishment of MNL model is to meet the IIA hypothesis, it is necessary to 

conduct the independent hypothesis test on the model, and the test results are shown in Table 4. The test results 

show that omitting either of the private Car and Public Tools does not reject the IIA hypothesis. Moreover, the 

test results of slow traffic mode and private car as reference categories will not reject the IIA hypothesis, 

indicating that the IIA test has passed.  

Table 4: Hausman tests of IIA assumption 

Travel mode 2-Value p-Value Null hypothesis  IIA property 

Slow traffic mode -0.201 1.00 Fail to reject Holds 

Private car 0.000 1.00 Fail to reject Holds 

Public tools 0.000 1.00 Fail to reject Holds 

 

Conclusion 

(1) The division and prediction of traffic mode is an important research content of traffic planning, so many 

traffic planning researchers study the related directions. From the perspective of traffic planning, based on the 

travel survey of Hefei residents, this paper collected 1432 sample cases. Taking the choice of traffic mode as the 

dependent variable, nine factors are selected as the independent variable from three aspects of traveler's personal 

characteristics, family characteristics and other characteristics, and a standard multiple logit model is 
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constructed. The results show that 7 factors, such as female driver, private car, driver's license, peak hour, travel 

purpose, income and age, have a significant impact on the choice of residents' travel mode. The research results 

can provide theoretical reference for traffic planning department and management department. 

(2) In the follow-up research process, we can consider to further optimize the standard multinomial logit model, 

collect more comprehensive travel data, so as to build a more perfect traffic mode prediction model. 
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